
Let Me Show You How I Make $47,338.81

Per Month in Passive Income "Working" For

Less Than 30 Minutes A Day...

I'm Not A Writer, But I Run My Own
Blog (And You Can Too!)
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!  YES! I Want to Escape The Rat Race!
Click Here Now!

The Stupid-Simple Way to Build A Blog

That Deposits Money into Your Bank

Account While You Sleep

(Time Sensitive Offer: Only 30 Spots Available)

From The Desk of Jon AnthonyFrom The Desk of Jon Anthony
2:45pm2:45pm
San Diego, CASan Diego, CA

Dear friend,

Do you need more money?

Do you feel overworked and underpaid?

Are you SICK of slaving for someone else, and want your OWN business?

Are you frustrated that your effort is building someone ELSE'S dream — and not your own?

Do you want to tap into the TRILLIONS of dollars, flowing back and forth across the internet, every

single day?

If you answered YES to any of those questions, then this letter is specifically for you!

If you're like me...

You've got bigger dreams than grinding for tiny paychecks.

You want your OWN business.

And you want to make money on your own terms.

Can you imagine earning money while you sleep?

To wake up WHENEVER you want, 7 days a week?

To travel overseas whenever the bug bites?

And to log onto your phone, with the excited anticipation of more money in your bank account?

Like me, you obviously crave "financial freedom."

Who wouldn't?!?!

There's no better feeling than being self made...

To hop in the driver's seat of your new car and feel the fine leather of the steering wheel in your

hands.

To walk down the street knowing you're living the life that everyone else desperately wants... But

who are too scared to make happen.

Here's the sad truth...

If you want FREEDOM, you'll NEVER get it with a 9 to 5 job.

Your hard work is only doing one thing:

Adding wrinkles to your face and stress to your heart, MAKING SOMEONE ELSE RICH!

Excuse my French, but FUCK THAT LIFE!

I just refuse to live that way.

And I'm guessing you do too!

Well, if you're in the same boat as me, I have good news...

Right now, you have an opportunity that we've never seen throughout history.

And that opportunity is THE INTERNET.

Where you make money 24-7-365, without punching a proverbial time clock.

Where you follow your own lead...

And fast track your journey to financial freedom.

In Just A Second, I'll Reveal Exactly How You
Can Make An Extra $3,547 to Upwards of

$15,000 per Month Online

All you need is a computer, an internet connection, and a blueprint to follow...

But first, imagine what that kind of passive income could do for you:

You'll finally have the time and financial freedom to do what you want, when you want,

where you want.

You'll laugh in the face of all the naysayers who doubted you, and the small-thinkers

slaving away at their traditional jobs.

And you'll breathe a big sigh of relief knowing you never have to worry about money

again!

If this sounds like the kind of future you want, then I STRONGLY suggest you read on.

Because the secrets I'm about to reveal could quite literally make you a 6-figure blogger in the next

few short months.

But, before we go on, I know what you're thinking...

"Blog?"

"Jon, I barely know how to write!"

Well, here's the eye-brow-raising truth:

You DON'T have to be a writer to make money blogging online.

And you DON'T have to be a techie or a nerd, either.

People from all walks of life make THOUSANDS a month running their own blogs.

And some of them still type with two fingers (like my copywriter).

Former construction workers... insurance salesmen... and tradesmen are making a killing on their

blogs as we speak.

They can string together a few simple sentences (like this one)...

Their grammar is decent...

They're consistent and committed...

And they blog about things they ACTUALLY enjoy!

On the flipside, they've never even touched a journalism class...

Poked around on the backend of a website...

Or ever learned to code (which takes YEARS of hard work).

The truth is, there's no real education or experience required to run your own blog.

All you have to do is two things:

1. Follow A Very Simple Template for Success.

2. Be Consistent.

That's it!

That's how they went from "outdated" to "online."

From trading hours for dollars, to earning passive income while they sleep.

In a moment, you'll see these are REAL people with REAL stories.

And If You Need More Proof, Look At The
Famously Rich Who Made It BIG From

Blogging

Tim Ferris, Seth Godin, and Neil Patel to name a few.

I can't promise you'll make millions like them.

But you can certainly make a damn good living very quickly!

That said, I understand if you're hesitant.

In the current climate, there's a LOT of fear.

Especially as layoffs are the "new normal."

So even if this could work for you, it's fair to wonder:

"Is now the time to try it?"

Well, here's my perspective:

Every OFFLINE business is in the danger zone.

Masks, social-distancing, and emerging fears have changed the world...

...FOREVER.

Your steady paycheck could be gone by the time your alarm goes off tomorrow morning.

And if you're like most 9-5 workers, you'll have very little to show for it.

To my knowledge, there's only ONE pandemic-proof resource out there.

And it ALWAYS generates money.

It's "thrived" during COVID-19.

It's crisis-proof.

Recession-proof.

And disaster-proof.

IT'S THE INTERNET!

And blogging is the single best way to attach your bank account to this MONSTER river of riches.

And start making real cash NOW.

Which makes me wonder:

What's wrong with people who AREN'T making money online?

Seriously.

The signs are everywhere:

Zoom's stock is up 120% as of writing this — while brick-and-mortar legends like J. Crew and

JC Penney go bankrupt. [Source]

97,966 Businesses Closed Their Doors For Good in Just 6 Months — While Online Shopping

Surges to All-Time Highs. [Source]

More Than 20 Million People Lost Their Jobs Through The First Half of 2020 Alone — And It

Might Get Worse. [Source]

Yet, Despite This, You Can't Even Name ONE BLOGGER Who Was Forced to Shut Down Their

Blog Due to COVID-19 Layoffs. [Source]

Moral of the story:

If you're not making money online, your livelihood is in jeopardy.

And your freedom is in the palm of someone else's hands.

FACT: My Blog Made Me $220,820 Last Year

Here's a screenshot of just ONE of my streams of income (I have 10+ on my blog) that paid me $135,644.47 so far.

And I only check on it a few minutes a day.

Sometimes I don't even check it for weeks!

It doesn't get more "passive" than that.

And if you're worried about the "workload," do the math.

Those numbers put my hourly rate at $1,150 on its worst day.

Not too shabby, wouldn't you agree?

Nobody earns that in the "real world."

Not doctors. Not lawyers. Not scientists.

The simple truth is...

Blogs pay handsomely now and until the end of time.

But let's pump the brakes.

You're probably wondering who I am to make such big promises?

My Name's Jon Anthony. I'm Not A Pro Writer, But I Run The Wildly

Successful Blog "Masculine Development"

Blogging sounds easy.

Elementary even.

But blogs are money printers in disguise.

My blog generates AT LEAST $15,000 per Month (Often Times It's Double That)

...and it runs pretty much on auto pilot.

I spend 30 minutes a day (tops) blogging... tap publish on my articles... check on the comments from my

readers... then do whatever the hell I want.

Before the pandemic, it was all about travel...

I wrote most of my blog posts with my toes dipped in sand... wearing a robe in swanky Las Vegas hotel

rooms... and exploring countries with unintelligible dialects.

Now I'm using the pandemic to build my masterwork — this course right here!

So now comes the most obvious question of all...

What Can Starting A Blog Do For YOU?

Let me answer that by showing you what it's done for guys just like you...

Guys Who Aren't "Professional Writers"

Guys Who Have No Knowledge of Website Building

And For All Intents And Purposes, Guys Who Can Barely Spell Their Own Last Names

You see...

I wanted to PROVE my method works by testing it out on a small group of guys like you — who knew

NOTHING about making money online.

So far I've shared my secrets with a test group of 56 guys.

And at the time of this letter, 42 of them are making an average of $4-5k PER MONTH with my system.

And the other 14 are knocking on the door of those numbers too.

NOT ONE. SINGLE. GUY. LOST MONEY WITH HIS BLOG.

That's because my program walks you through EVERY STEP of my process — from start to finish.

So you can quite literally look over my shoulder and rake in thousands.

So, here's my unbreakable promise to you...

Go through the program.

Launch your blog EXACTLY as I'll show you.

Commit to at least 1 hour a day.

And you will generate AT LEAST $3k per month of passive income within 6 months, GUARANTEED!

And you'll do it all with my masterwork, Blog Money Blueprint.

https://masculinedevelopment.clickfunnels.com/order-form1624994725969


Retail Price: $4,239

Just $497 For A LIMITED TIME ONLY!
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Here Are Some of the Secrets You'll Discover
When you Invest in "Blog Money Blueprint"

Today!

Module 1 - The Blogtrepreneur's Mindset

In this module, you'll understand the "mindset secrets" that every successful blogger

understands... and that once YOU understand, will help you build a 6-figure blogging empire.

99% of new bloggers FAIL because they start with the wrong mindset. I'll show you exactly how to

think, plan, and strategize like a millionaire blogger, so you'll execute at hyper-speed and build

bulletproof business confidence.

Transform your blog into a lucrative business with my mental roadmap to successthat makes

failure almost IMPOSSIBLE! (By the way, this kind of advanced personal development will

obliterate all roadblocks and distractions for almost everything you do in life.)

Learn the EXACT goal-setting process that I use, to NEVER feel lost or confused over what to do

next. EVERY successful person I know does some form of this. And I've carefully designed this

process to help you build unstoppable momentum so you make more and more every month.

You'll be amazed at how much you can potentially start earning in just a few weeks.

The 3 key milestones you MUST hit for your blog to do 6-figures in your first year. Missing just 1 of

these is the kiss of death. Nail all 3 and you could be on pace to do at least $100k a year less

than 90 days from now.

Action is WAY more important than theory. That's why I organized this course into simple, practical

steps so there's nothing to hold you back or slow you down. The sooner your blog is up and

running, the sooner you can turn in your 2-weeks, flip your boss the birdie, and NEVER be a

wage slave to the 9-5 again.

If you follow all my instructions, and internalize the mindset laid out in this module, you'll have a

blog filling your bank account before most newbies can even write their first article.

"Without This, I Would Be

Completely Lost"

"This is a really, really good course, guys, because

honestly, the best thing about it is it walks you

through step #1 to the very end."

"It gives you everything you know to succeed, and

I would be lost without it."

"Again, thank you, Jon - this is a really great

course, guys. Buy it!"

-Hunter, FootballZeus.com

Module 2 - The 5-Step Blogging Blueprint

In this module, you'll discover the simple 5-step process that dozens of guys have used to go from

"zero" to "6-figure blog" in just under a year! No need for guesswork, as you can just follow the

EXACT 5-step process I used to scale my blog from $0 to over $15k/month!

Building a million-dollar blog is easier than you think (although fake "gurus" like to complicate the

process to make themselves feel good). I've broken down the process of constructing a profitable

blog into 5 critical steps that make it simple, quick, and almost impossible to screw up.

Harness the power of the NICHE. I'll show you why creating a blog around a specific niche will

make blogging easy while building a loyal audience that hangs on your every word.I'll even break

down examples of good and bad niches along the way — so you know exactly what does and

doesn't work (more on niches in a second).

What sort of content should you write? Guides? Reviews? I'll teach you the "Golden Ratio of

Content."A brilliant shortcut that reveals exactly what you should write to maximize traffic and

boost profits.

WARNING: Uncover the #1 MISTAKEthat most new bloggers make in their first 3-6 months. This

single gaffe forces them to quit before they even make a single buck online.

Can't think of a niche for your blog? Don't worry, I'll give you a dozen hand selected nichesyou can

pick from so you don't have to think twice about it.

Too much or too little monetization can KILL your blog. I'll show you the secret "sweet spot" that

keeps the money flowing while keeping your audience happy. You'll strike the perfect balance so

you never stomp on your own profits or scare away a single visitor.

Get the key to attracting a TON of new visitors to your blog without being glued to the keyboard

pumping out new content every day. I leverage this little-knock trick to bring in 4,000+ newbies to

my blog DAILY!

"My Income Has Literally Doubled"

"You don't have to be a good speaker, very confident... even if you've never had an online

business before, I STRONGLY suggest this program."

"If you guys get this program I guarantee you will make a shit ton of cash with this, and all

of us, me, Jon, you... we're all gonna meet on the beach somewhere and have a big party

somewhere after all this COVID shit is over!"

"Jon, thanks a lot brother!"

-Mark, CoachMarkSing.com

Module 3 - Finding A Profitable Niche

The nicher you are the richer you are. In this module you'll learn exactly how to pinpoint the perfect

niche for YOU, to make thousands of dollars online, AND do it by writing about something you love!

How to use the "3 F's" to pick the perfect niche. Nail this, and writing posts will be 10x easier, you'll

drive exponentially more customers to your blog, and you'll have money coming in each month

like clockwork.

I'll explain why you should NEVER try to build a "brand" when you first start, and why this

poisonous mindset will RUIN your chances of success before you even brainstorm your first big

blog.

Discover the key to EXPLOSIVE growth that will attract readers like a magnet, and make you

$3,000/month within your FIRST 6 months of blogging.

Beat the big companies at their own game — WITHOUT competing with them directly. You'll learn

how to outmaneuver industry giants (as well as every other blog in your niche). You won't

compete, you'll dominate.

Uncover a "low-effort, high-reward" niche. One that has little competition and MASSIVE profit

potential. You'll capture the market and make it yours with an army of loyal fans BEGGING to buy

whatever your blog's selling. (In just a minute, I'll show you 3 tried-and-true ways to make $$$ with

a blog).

"This is Probably The Most Comprehensive Course I've Ever

Seen on Blogging"

"There is a ton of videos... must be almost 100. A ton of content, value, and help, to get you

going with your blog... Everything is covered, you will miss nothing."

"Definitely get the Blog Money Blueprint, don't miss out on this one... it will help you A LOT

with your blogging journey, and making money online, to finally become a free man, not

bound to limits in the corporate world or some random employer."

"Blog Money Blueprint is your ticket to work for yourself and make money online."

-Alexander, SelfConquering.com

Module 4 - Building Your Blog from Scratch

Get everything you need to launch your blog while skipping over time-sucking tasks. It literally

doesn't get any easier and faster than this.

Don't know how to code? Don't worry. I'll guide you through the entire process, from start to finish.

You'll see how a professional blog is built from the ground up so you can get yours up and running

ASAP (all without forking over a fortune for help).

First, I'll show you how to pick an irresistible domain (the name of your blog). Something

memorable that will get your niche frothing at the mouth to see what you have to say. Then I'll

show you the #1 registrar service to push it live for less than a cup of coffee (most waste hundreds

of dollars on this very same service).

SCARY TRUTH: some of the most talented bloggers in the world don't make a dime online due to

the look and feel of their website. Discover how to pick the perfect "theme" (how your website

looks) that makes your blog wildly attractive to your audience. After this, you'll have a slick looking

site that people will go out of their way to visit.

Should you get a free theme or invest in a premium theme? Here I'll show you my top 3

recommended free themes and 2 paid themesthat give you the best bang for your buck. You'll

have a professional-looking blog, no matter your budget.

There are 7 mission-critical plugins you NEED to run a successful blog. Plugins (they're like apps

for your blog) can help you generate free traffic, build trust with your audience, unlock profit-

boosting data, and MUCH MORE. With these seven plugins, you'll have all the info you need to

make big money right at your fingertips.

And I'll even show you how to install everything. I've included over-the-shoulder videos of me

going through every step, so you can set up your blog and launch it with ZERO stress.

"Jon's Course is

Ridiculously Good."

"I wish I had this guide earlier, because

only God knows how many more readers

I would have had..."

@LifeMathMoney

203.5k Followers on Twitter

Module 5 - How to Monetize Your Blog

Transform your blog from "live" to "lucrative" OVERNIGHT. Here we'll unlock 3 proven revenue

streams that bring in bundles of money on their own — and can even be stacked together to

MULTIPLY your income.

If you want to quit your day job as soon as possible, PAY ATTENTION! You'll need to master the 3

easiest strategies to monetize your blog. I'll give you a primer on all 3: digital products, affiliate

advertising, and coaching services. You'll have a solid understanding of each so you have multiple

income streams growing your business like crazy.

I'll also show you the 3 biggest mistakes I madewhen I first started monetizing my blog, and how

falling into the same traps can RUIN your progress. You'll learn which sneaky pitfalls to avoid, and

cruise through this process as quickly and smoothly as possible.

Funnels are a wild world of their own. I'll give you the ideal sales funnel for all 3 revenue streams to

seamlessly drive traffic (new customers) to your blog, then to your content, and finally to your

money-making services. It's simple and easy to set up — and it's really all you need to generate 6

figures a year. In other words, you'll have a steady supply of loyal readers AND paying

customers coming in on autopilot.

Create a digital product that will sell for years to come (without worrying about shipping and

handling). With a little work upfront, digital products are an amazing way to position yourself as an

expert while living large off the passive income.You'll also make a lasting impact with your

audience. (Ever want to write a best-selling book?)

How to make boatloads of money through affiliate advertising. I'll show you how to get paid by

referring your audience to products created by others, so you don't have to do ANY of the product

creation, shipping, handling, or fulfillment! I make at least $10,000 per month in passive income

just by using this method ALONE!

Coaching for cash. Help members of your audience achieve their goals and make $200/hour (that's

more than a doctor, by the way) while building connections and finding future clients. You can

even make $50/hour from home at the very start, with MINIMAL traffic! Not required, but a lucrative

option for those who want to go "all-in" online or "all-out" offline.

"I Just Sold My First eBook For $27!!!"

"I've only had my blog up and running for like a couple weeks and I already made my first

$27 online..."

"I've bought tons of courses before from guys like Tai Lopez, Pat Flynn, etc., and they can't

even hold a candle to yours, Jon."

Module 6 - Writing Articles That Rank & Pay

No need to spend a fortune on ads or reek of desperation begging friends and family to check out

your blog. Here you'll learn a simple formula to create irresistible content on-demand and how to

get DROVES of strangers glued to your blog, forking over their hard-earned cash to YOU!

I'm going to give you the ground-breaking tool which will shape the way you structure content and

make it so every article you post is a total cash cow: The SILO Structure. This is by far the most

important lesson I learned from running my own blog. A sophisticated strategy you can duplicate

that ensures long-term traffic and generates passive income.

The SILO structure also reveals a world-class SEO strategy you can use to attract people to your

blog for free, even if you've never heard of SEO before.

Most blogs are unorganized messes. But once you use the SILO method to structure your content,

your blog will be a well-oiled, traffic-gaining MACHINE.And Google will IGNORE all your

competitors, while funneling thousands of new customers to your blog PER DAY (for free!)

I've also provided worksheets to help you create your own SILO structure, making the process of

implementing this so easy a kindergartner could do it!

The goal isn't just to be the #1 result on Google... but also #2, #3, #4, or even the entire front page. 

SILO is your secret weapon to occupying Google's most valuable real estate by structuring your

content so it DROOLS over it. Do this and Google will happily send thousands of strangers to your

blog EVERY DAY!

"Jon Provides Pretty Much A

Turnkey Solution..."

"I've spent a LOT of money on online courses... I'm

always seeking the best information, and what I've

come across is there is a LOT of fake gurus."

"I went into Jon's course with this expectation, but

it was MODULE after MODULE after MODULE after

MODULE of INFO, INFO, INFO, INFO..."

"For me, the best part was the amount of

information - I can't wait to see the results."

-Marc, FlawlessMarc.com
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-Marc, FlawlessMarc.com

Module 7 - Adding Rocket Fuel to Your Blog's Traffic

Making money in blogging is about two things. First, generating traffic, and THEN monetizing it.

Here you'll learn the "growth hacks" I've used to generate a blogging empire that gets over

100,000+ new customers per MONTH, generating THOUSANDS of dollars while I sleep!

Learn the 3 ways to grow your audienceas quickly as possible. Here we'll cover Search Engine

Optimization (SEO), social media like Twitter or Instagram, and word of mouth. I'll give you a solid

understanding of all three, and which ones you should FOCUS on to make the most of every

second you spend building your blog.

I'll show you the SEO strategy that gets me 100,000+ new visitors per month,so you can

structure your blog to get TONS of free traffic online. I'll also show you the 2 most important keys

to "compounding" that traffic, and growing it to record levels.

Get a CRYSTAL CLEAR comparison of the top 3 social media channels (and how to dominate each

one): YouTube, Twitter, and Instagram. Plus, I'll cover 2 emerging platforms that could become

your biggest breadwinners if you play your cards right...

Uncover how to build everlasting trust through social media (nobody will buy from someone they

don't believe in). Instead of becoming a slave to these platforms, I'll show you how to be "Semi-

Active," creating the bare minimum posts while growing a loyal followingthat's head over heels for

your content.

Is YouTube the second coming? The numbers say so. I'll show you how to master the platform to

drive loads of traffic to your blog. You won't even need any expensive equipment, let alone a

$1,000+ camera.And I'll tell you exactly how many videos to upload per month to make the juice

worth the squeeze. (HINT: It's WAY less than you think!)

Module 8 - Using Lead Acquisition to 10x Your Profits

Get crowds of total strangers coming to your blog around the clock and sticking around to buy

whatever you're selling. This funnel shuttles your ideal audience to your blog for you, and helps you

make more $$$ per visitor.

The #1 reason blogs don't make moneyis because they don't have what's called a "sales funnel,"

which means the blog owners have to do 10x more work for 1/10th of the results. Not you, though -

after buying this course and watching this module, you'll understand exactly how to build a

"blogging machine" that converts visitors into cash FOR YOU, even while you sleep.

You'll learn to understand the "Customer's Journey"- a critical concept that will help you take

your profits to the next level. There are 3 different types of "customers," and I'll show you how to

target the ones who are MOST likely to buy your stuff, saving you both money AND time!

More traffic doesn't always mean more money. Find out how to adjust your blog's articles so you

get more "HOT Traffic" (the people most likely to buy your products). True story: I used this

concept to turn 15 views per day into $2,500/month

Building your customer avatar - learn the essential tool that expert marketers use to understand

their audience. I'll show you how to get deep inside their mind like a master psychologist, and craft

content that they can't help but DEVOUR from start to finish. This is the ONLY way to connect with

your audience, WITHOUT being manipulative!

How to write with passion and authority, and create ENTHRALLING blog posts your audience loves

to read, share, and talk about... even if you flunked English!

Get an introduction to Email Marketing, the #1 best way to earn money online. I'll teach you how

to build a list of committed buyers who will be STARVING to buy your products. All you have to do is

tap "send" and rake in the dough.

"The most comprehensive course you'll find on creating a

business with a blog..."

"Everything you could imagine is covered and it's all based on real life experience. He's

been doing this since 2015 so he knows what actually works."

"What I like best is Jon's honesty about what it actually takes. He makes it very clear that

your blog is a business and you should treat it like one..."

"And he helps you do that by creating the mindset shifts you need and laying down a clear

path to success."

Module 9 - The Ultimate White Hat SEO Master Class

Get your blog plastered on the first page of Google, so people from every corner of the earth find it

(without even looking). This is how businesses like HuffPost and Buzzfeed rapidly earned MILLIONS

of readers and dollars without spending a dime on advertising.

Search Engine Optimization is the easiest and most reliable way to get free traffic. Discover the

secrets of standing out amidst BILLIONSof Google search results. Get this right and you can

literally "steal" traffic from just about any competitor.

Crack the code on the Google algorithm. You'll learn about the inner workings of Google, what they

look for, and the 3 biggest ranking criteriatheir algorithm uses to evaluate websites, along with

examples of great topics to blog about, that can deliver you piles of traffic on a silver platter.

SEO is a complex subject I've simplified so much that even your deadbeat cousin could understand

the ins and outs of it at a breakneck pace. Use the tips and tricks inside to drive massive traffic to

your blog without wasting time on anything technical. You're about to learn strategies that took me

5 years to uncover in just a few days.

Discover the MASTER KEY to make small blogs win BIG on Google. There's only 3 metrics you need

to keep your eye on for your blog to SOAR in the rankings, and get thousands of new customers

DAILY.

Master how to craft content that gets clicks. Discover how to create blog titles that arouse

insatiable curiosity in your visitors so they can't help but read every single word you post.

My site has over 250 articles, many of which make me more than $100/day. That equates to

$36k/year from just ONE article.In other words, SEO is one of the most important skills on the

web. The price of this whole course is worth it for just THIS one module alone.

"This course is absolutely worth its weight in Gold..."

"You can tell that Jon has been through the ups and downs of e-Comm, and he's suffered

through all the tricks that 'gurus' use to try and separate you from your money."

"This is a genuinely knowledgeable man who has walked the walk, and this course will

save you countless hours and a boatload of money on your journey..."

"Everything is concise, relevant, and easy-to-understand, and there is a genuine fire in Jon

when he explains these concepts."

"The man and the course are both legit; this is an absolutely fantastic investment."

-Tom

Leeds, UK

Module 10 - Digital Product Auto-Pilot Guide

Now that you know the wealth of opportunity to get rich online, let me show you how to multiply

your income by creating courses, e-Books, and other digital products. Create them just ONCE and

you can rack in cash until the end of time.

I'm going to show you how to create a digital product from beginning to end. All the way from

coming up with an initial idea, to finding the right platform, and marketing and monetizing it. In

fact, it's possible to finish your product and snatch up profits in less than a week(IF you follow this

module VERY closely).

I'll show you what great graphic design looks like so you can grab readers by the eyeballs and hold

their interest until you're ready to let go. I'll teach you how to find a good graphic designer (even if

you're on a budget) who can create a striking book cover, course handout, or whatever else you

need.

Speaking of which... have you never written an e-Book before? No problem. I'll walk you through

the whole process, from outlining your book to the ideal word count and page length. How to

format your book and the optimal price point to supercharge sales. I've streamlined the process so

anyone can put their ideas into words and get their book out there LIGHTNING fast.

The 3 steps you must master to design a world-class marketing campaign that will sell your e-

Book, course, or any product you create like HOTCAKES.

How to use a hosting service that will deal with automatic payments, so you can kick back and

relax while it pours money into your bank, on autopilot, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

"I Made Sure That I Was Able to Get My Hands On A Copy of

This Course... And I Do Not Regret That Decision."

"I have been using Jon's products for a few years till now, and he hasn't put out a single

product that hasn't delivered."

"The amount of information and time Jon puts into his courses and books shows in the

product presented in front of you. And Blog Money Blueprint stays true to this."

"At the time of starting Blog Money Blueprint, I didn't know much about blogging... The

information provided in this course has helped me understand blogging, and the tools

used to create and maintain a blog."

"Jon delivers a 5-step blogging blueprint, which he runs through with examples to help

you understand the material to go out and start your blog..."

"...and as always, with all of Jon's material, there are a tonne of bonuses."

Module 11 - Affiliate Advertising Advanced Tactics

You don't have to sell your own stuff to add commas to your monthly income. Here's how you can

make a killing by recommending other people's products, so you don't even have to make one

yourself!

Learn how to generate a ton of money by promoting almost any product you want. I'll show you

how to sign up for your first affiliate program in seconds. One good article can you make you

THOUSANDS of dollars in affiliate income in just one day!

How to find GOOD affiliate programs and avoid the scammy ones. WARNING: Not understanding

this cost me over $100,000 in income (a mistake I'll reveal to you in-depth when you buy this

course...)

The 3 best affiliate programsI recommend that will make you substantial passive income even if

you're just starting off. These are the 3 affiliate programs that EVERYONE should sign up for.

How to design affiliate pages that build MASSIVE trust among your readers, helping you stand out

among the competition and boosting your SEO just by making your blog look a little bit sexier.

Keywords are key. Discover how to research great products that don't have much keyword

competition, so you can jump in and take over. Plus, don't be scared of competitive keywords!

Soon you'll be a keyword powerhouse (even if you've never heard of them before), making money

in the most competitive markets.

"There is Literally No Other Course Online That Comes Close

to What Jon Delivers..."

"I've been reading Masculine Development [Jon's Blog] since the beginning and it's insane

how much it's grown. So when I heard Jon was releasing a course on how to build a blog

from the ground up I had to check it out..."

"I've spent thousands on other courses on how to build and grow a blog and this one

completely blows them out of the water in terms of how much content there is."

"Trust me when I say this is the only course you will ever need to show you how to build a

niche blog that will make money passively for years to come."

Module 12 - Understanding Important Plugins

Plugins are like "apps" for your blog, and the right "app" can make your life 10x easier. Here you'll

discover the 7 most mission critical plugins that I used to scale my blog from $0 to over $15,000 per

month.

Learn how I leveraged these 7 critical pluginsto literally outrank BODYBUILDING.COM for a very

specific keyword that generates over $100/day on autopilot (HINT: it's easier than you think)

Discover the best SEO pluginto 10x your blog traffic, and funnel a steady stream of eager

customers to hand you their cold hard cash. Just using this one plugin can easily double or triple

your blog's traffic within a matter of WEEKS!

Google Search Console - learn how to use this lesser known tool to literally double your traffic IN

LESS THAN 24 HOURS. No joke! By understanding a simple metric called "CTR" or "Click Through

Rate," you can laser-focus specific articles that have HUGE potential for increases!

Learn the best SSL pluginto make your website SECURE. In other words, it "encrypts" your website

(behind the scenes), which signals to Google that your website is trustworthy, causing them to

show your website to literally thousands of new visitors each day.

"I Consider This Course an Excellent Investment..."

"Jon clearly knows what he's talking about, demonstrates his credibility, and uses real life

examples to illustrate what to do and what not to do."

"The course is well-organized and covers all areas that one should consider when earning

money with blogs; lead acquisition, SEO, affiliate advertising, email marketing, affiliate

marketing, and whatnot."

"The course does not capitalize on success porn, but manages your expectations and does

not sugarcoat the fact that you will have to put in the work."

"Still, it clearly shows you that the juice is worth the squeeze!"

-Erik, Netherlands

In 2 Years You Could Either Retire With
Millions in the Bank, or Continue Working Your

Shitty Job

So I have to ask you...

What price would you pay to be able to make $3,000 a month in passive income, with a blog that you're

proud to have your name on?

Thousands?

Tens of thousands??

The truth is, people just like you are spending a fortune trying to figure out how to make money online.

And hiring me as your personal coach would cost you $1,000/hour (AND my consulting schedule is

currently booked for 3 months in advance).

Needless to say, learning how to make money online can turn into a VERY expensive project indeed.

But you don't have to sell half your possessions to get all my blogging secrets.

Because I'm so fired-up to get you into this program, I'm going to make you a limited-time promotional

offer.

Hiring me directly and having me coach you through the equivalent of 20 hours of secrets would cost you

$20,000.

But you're not going to pay $20,000 for "Blog Money Blueprint"

In fact, I'm not even going to ask you to pay $5,000 for a program that will fill your bank account with

multiple thousands of dollars each month.

If you commit RIGHT NOW, you can secure your spot and get "Blog Money Blueprint" for only $497.

That's more than 97% off what you'd have to pay me to give you this advice 1-on-1!

But, there's a catch...

You have to act NOW.

Since I'm only allowing 10 students through the door, there's a limited number of spots available.



Since I'm only allowing 10 students through the door, there's a limited number of spots available.

Based on the excited emails I've received over the release of this program, those 30 spots are going to go

FAST!

Like... REALLY FAST!

So, if you're ready to grab one, I suggest you do it RIGHT NOW.

Retail Price: $4,293

Just $497 For A LIMITED TIME ONLY!

0000
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0000
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0000
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!  YES! I Want to Escape The Rat Race!
Click Here Now!

"Blog Money Blueprint"
Also Includes My 60 Day
Money Back Guarantee!

Look, I GENUINELY want to see you succeed with your blog.

I want you to join me in living the dream.

I want you to experience what it feels like to tell your boss to go "fuck himself."

I want you to wake up whenever you want... buy whatever you want... and DO WHATEVER YOU WANT.

I want you to stop worrying about money once and for all.

I want you to help your family and friends when they struggle.

I want you to FEEL THE JOY of being your own boss.

And I want you to live the life you know you deserve.

Because you only have ONE shot at it.

In fact...

My desire for you to succeed is so genuine, that I'm going to shoulder ALL THE RESPONSIBILITY of your

investment today with my 60 day money back guarantee.

Now, this is very risky for me.

Because I'm willing to give you all my secrets without guaranteeing myself a profit.

But that's how confident I am in this program.

I KNOW you're going to make money with it.

And I know you're going to write me a pumped-up email telling me how great it is!

I legit can't wait to see that email come through my inbox.

So...

Grab the course right now.

Go through it at your own pace.

Set your website up.

Follow my advice for at least 30 days, and EXECUTE  on the blueprint.

And if you're not making the kind of money I promised, then just shoot me an email within 60 days.

I'll get your email... I'll click the little "refund" button... and within seconds you'll have all your money

back.

It's a 100% RISK FREE investment for you.

So you either win... or you win.

You've gotta like those odds.

And Just to Make This The EASIEST Decision

You've Ever Made, I'm Also Throwing in 7 Hard

Hitting BONUSES!

BONUS Module #1 - Jon's Quick Start Guide

One hour. That's all it takes to get your blog up and running. This guide will get straight to the point

so you can launch your blog TODAY... and start tapping into the online goldmine in minutes.

I've broken down the complex process of building a blog into easy-to-follow steps. I'll walk you

through the entire process so you know EXACTLY what to do and NEVER feel lost or confused.

Discover which services you NEED for your blog and who to get them from: domain, registrar,

plugins, etc. I've handpicked the best of the best, so you don't get hosed on price or waste a precious

second comparing things.

Start creating content that builds a rabid fan base almost begging to give you its money. I'll show

you how, so you can start getting paid before you even get through this guide.

Launch your blog, get passive income rolling in, and quit your day job (if you want to). Let's multiply

your income and get you feeling financially free — so you can live your version of the good life.

Normally $79 But Now it's Yours FREE!

BONUS Module #2 - The Ultimate Guide to Getting Backlinks

Backlinks will account for most of your blog's success, but they won't come on their own. I'll cover

the top 3 ways to get quality backlinks that will help you stand out from the competition and make

money in the most competitive markets. Even ONE powerful backlink has the potential to

completely transform your blog's traffic (and therefore, your profits).

I'll show you how to get PAID to create backlinks for yourself. The golden ticket is becoming a

regular contributor for a website. I got almost ZERO traffic until I wrote for a popular dating blog,

and then my traffic increased by over 1,000%. I'll show you exactly how to do the same.

How to land a guest posting gig. Build relationships with the biggest sites in your niche. Steal the

exact email I send to get my foot in the door. Becoming a contributor can pay $15-50 per article.

This alone can help you quit your job and earn an extra $1-2k/month while growing your blog as

big as you'd like.

I'll even show you how to buy backlinks. You'll know how much to spend and how to choose the

right ones. A quick and easy way to get your blog going when you don't have much traffic. Plus, I'll

help you avoid scammy, overpriced backlinks every newbie falls for.

Learn the ballsy tactic that got me featured on T-Nation, a site that gets 2 millionunique views per

month. My article got tens of thousands of views. I'll show you how to contact these "juggernaut"

websites and get them to publish your articles so you profit off their audience (and once one big site

takes you in, others will be banging on your door!)

Normally $159 But Now it's Yours FREE!

BONUS Module #3 - Black Hat SEO Hacks & Secrets

WARNING: These are EXTREMELY high risk high reward tactics. Use at your own caution!

Discover the underground secrets that black hat experts use to "hack" Google's algorithm, and bring

them MILLIONS of views per month, and THOUSANDS of dollars per day.

How one "black hat" website earned over $100,000 per monthusing the secrets I'm going to teach

you in this module (and how I used these secrets to generate $30,000/month myself).

How black hat bloggers build a secret army of websites that launch their blogs up through the

rankings - This is Google's #1 WORST enemy, by the way.

The "301 Redirect Technique" that pro black hatters use to STEAL link juice and traffic from other

sites, and steer their fans towards their OWN blogs.

Normally $399 But Now it's Yours FREE!

BONUS Module #4 - The Ultimate Guide to Email Marketing

Email is one of the most profitable, yet overlooked mediums. A well-cultivated email list is worth

millions of dollars.Imagine creating a new product and having a list of 10,000 people DESPERATE to

buy from you. It's so powerful that I made over $10,000 in ONE day from just 157 people.

I'll show you the 3 best email services on the planet. Which one I recommend for beginners, the one

I recommend to experienced marketers, and which one I personally use to this day.

The 5 types of lead magnets you MUST know about. I'll even reveal the conversion rate of each

method (the most important metric) so you know which ones to use sparingly and which to focus on

to explode your growth. Plus, I'll teach you how to implement them seamlessly into your blog.

How to generate over $7,000+ from sending just ONE email to your list.

Exactly how to craft the perfect "lead magnet" that will get you a massive, profitable list of

subscribers in no time. Do this right and you'll have thousands of people literally waiting to buy

from you.

You don't even need to send emails manually. Learn how to set up an auto-responder that sends out

persuasive sales emails for you. And I'll also show you WHEN to send out each email to maximize

your profits.

Normally $199 But Now it's Yours FREE!

BONUS Module #5 - Affiliate Marketing Master Class

Become a MASTER of affiliate marketing almost overnight. Recommend products and make 100%

passive income from them. It's one of the easiest ways to monetize your blog, AND make money

while you sleep.

I'll show you how to write articles that will make $200/day, every single week, like clockwork. (Some

of my top affiliates even pay me over $10,000 per month).

The one CRITICAL MISTAKE I made that cost me $100,000when I tried to monetize my blog, and

how you can avoid that mistake AT ALL COSTS.

I'll show you free tools to help you uncover keywords that Google can't resist. The result? Your

website's impossible to miss.

Get the framework of the perfect affiliate page. We'll dissect an article that ranked #1 on Google and

got a ton of free traffic. Once you see how high-ranking articles are built, your articles will become

10x more profitable overnight.

Normally $699 But Now it's Yours FREE!

BONUS Module #6 - The Tools of the Trade

How to SPY on your competitors and use Ahrefs (a simple tool) to "borrow" their tactics, backlink

strategy, article ideas, and by extent their profits.

The #1 tool you need to uncover your competitor's BIGGEST weakness, so you can use them to your

advantage. This is the completely legal way to steal their biggest fans and make them yours.

How to access HIGHLY valuable information that could triple your traffic in under 24 hours. You'd

think it'd be locked up, but instead it's almost begging to be stolen.

The hidden sales funnel. The stealthy way of selling to your viewers without being salesy, hypey, or

slimy. I nearly QUADRUPLED my profits with this one tool.

Geo-Arbitrage 101 - how to get professional grade graphic design done for less than $5, AND

delivered into your email inbox in less than 3 days. Don't worry about having to pay hundreds of

dollars for good eBook covers and blog design, ever again.

How to outsource your SEO to other companies. Let them do all the hard work for you, so you can

just sit back and watch the traffic flow to your blog. With money piling up in just a few months, this

is a wise investment to make more and work less.

Introduction to "Heat Maps" - how to see EXACTLY where your blog readers are coming from, and

where they're going, so you can identify what obstacles are stopping them from buying from you

Normally $199 But Now it's Yours FREE!

BONUS Module #7 - Exclusive Access to the Secret Society of

Blogtrepreneurs

This is unprecedented. Maybe even insane...

Call me crazy, but I wish I could personally help you build your blog 1-on-1.

So, for a VERY limited time, I'm doing just that!

Get the password to my "secret society" where I share confidential and more delicate information to

help you build your blog faster... and make more money.

Instead of forking over a fortune on consulting fees or sharing a room with thousands of strangers

at an expensive event, just cut in front of the lineand get direct access to me.

Anytime you need help, simply post in our private community filled with a small army of experts I

trust, AND other soon-to-be 6-figure bloggers who will become friends, fans, and mentors.

As a member of the "Secret Society of Blogtrepreneurs" I'll be there for you every step of the way, to

answer your questions, point you in the right direction, and carry you across the finish line (if I have

to).

If you'd like my help, and the help of people I trust, this is the only way to get it.

I can't do this for long (I'm taking a HUGE hit on it... obviously). So this bonus will disappear soon.

You can ONLY get in the inner circle if you commit to "Blog Money Blueprint" TODAY.

So, get off the fence and get the program NOW.

Access to the Secret Society of Blogtrepreneurs alone is worth the price of this entire course 10x over.

Normally $1299 But Now it's Yours FREE!

So Let's Review What You'll Get By Ordering

Blog Money Blueprint Right Now...

https://masculinedevelopment.clickfunnels.com/order-form1624994725969
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